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About This Content
Hannibal: Terror of Rome offers a comprehensive level of detail and historical accuracy. This is a true simulation that puts you
in the place of the main commanders of the Ancient World. You’re in charge of building, managing, organizing and
maneuvering armies, whilst taking into account the economic, military and political situation. And do not forget that other
factions are following their own interests and are likely to join conflicts or take benefits from the wars you will wage.
This expansion is particularly focused on the smaller states and tribes (Capua, Taranto, Macedonia, Numidia, Syracuse, and
Gallic and Hispanic tribes) which were key allies to the biggest factions vying for supremacy in multiple theaters of operations.
Using the successful and well-know AGE engine, Hannibal: Terror of Romeis a turn-based strategy game with one turn
corresponding to one month. The map depicts the Western part of the Mediterranean with the cities, mines, roads, fortifications,
realms and tribes of this period.
There are hundreds of historical leaders, units, options, events (hypothetical or real), and five campaigns from 230 to 201 BC
that ensure hundreds of hours of gameplay in the solo or PBEM multiplayer modes.
This expansion of Alea Jacta Est features the following scenarios:

The First Illyrian War (230-228 BC) sees Rome opposing the aggressive Illyrian pirates and the Greek cities of the South
in the Adriatic Sea. To contain the pirates activity, military forces were sent by the Achaean League and even Rome. For
the first time the Roman consuls focus on the East.
The Cisalpine War (225-222 BC) confronts Rome with a ferocious Celtic tribe. It’s time for revenge as these Gallic
warriors sacked Rome in 390 BC.
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The Second Punic War (219-201 BC) is a major campaign that started even before the clash between Rome and
Carthage; when Roman legions fight in the Second Illyrian War, and Carthage finishes its conquest of Hispania…
Cannae (216-201 BC) begins with panic in the Roman army after its catastrophic defeat at the Battle of Cannae. The
scenario starts with the withdrawal of Syracuse, Capua and Taranto from the war in Italy. The situation is critical!
Scipio Africanus (211-201 BC) narrates the Spanish campaigns of the best Roman general of the war, and his final fight
against Hannibal in Africa.
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alea jacta est hannibal terror of rome
Go to Store (Featured), Click on Games, Narrow by Feature (Steam Trading Cards), Relevance (Lowest Price).
Then skip to Page 9 or 10, until you find the .50 - $1.00 games.
Add them to your Wishlist, games that are a dollar can go on sale and you may be able to purchase for cheap!
A game at .50 may give you that value back in trading cards.
Search and Install "Idle Master" which will run your games even without the game being installed.
I may or may not ever play this game, but some games I have installed and messed around with on a rainy day!
@ .50-$1.00 it's hard not to recommend!. Just amazing!
I spent a lot of time playing the first version of this game on my mobile phone. I expected that this game will be looked like the
first version with more levels, more kind of weapons and more kind of enemies but I was wrong. Developers could save all the
best from first version and made the game more better.
Also I want to say "Thanks" to the DG Company for the low system requirements.. A really basic simulator game but
unfortunately not really long ... In 2 hours i have compelted the game and got all the achievements.
Anyway it was a cool game that keep me focus during all the time, good graphics and simple gameplay. However a couple of
more complex levels would bring something else to this game.. I like the feel of this game, it makes you want to play with it's
mechanics, mesmerizes you with artistic levels and beautiful music.. This is the first VN I have officially played through and I
enjoyed every bit of it. I've always loved multiple endings and wanted to see each outcome during my gameplay. The music was
amazing to listen to and highlighted the emotions in the scene very clearly. The character art is superb and very unique
compared to other VNs I have seen, and the two girls' personalities (especially the older one) gave me a whole new perspective
on their struggles in the world they live in. As the unfortunate ones in the game say:
"The world isn't fair."
Watch out, Stockholm Syndrome will punch you in the face (literally).
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More like outta the war ._.. Great game if you want a fun game that makes you think a bit. The style and look takes me back to
my childhood.. This game doesnt run very well on my PC. It brings back memories of playing this on a PC gamer demo disk but
I don't really think it was worth the nestalgia.. If you're a fan of the original ninja gaiden trilogy on the nes then you'll love this.
Not only is this the best platformer on steam it's one of my favorites period. Fast paced 2d action platformer action that feels so
damn good to play. Highly recommended.. Super fun game i already love it , easy to learn and hard to master but super
addictive. The price right now is extremely cheap for the fun it provides.No bugs encountered yet and it runs really nice..It has
some nice rides to play and there is also a multiplayer option something that i didnt even expect from a 5 euro game! GG really
awesome!
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